Abstract. It is known that if a locally convex space E is quasi-complete then every o( E\ /T)-bounded set in £' is ß( E', £)-bounded. This result cannot be reversed. Here we show that every o(E', £>bounded set is ß(E', £>bounded iff E is fast complete.
Throughout the paper £ is a locally convex space. In accordance with [1] we call a balanced convex set 73 c £ a disk. For a disk B c E we denote by EB the linear hull of B and provide it with the topology generated by the basis {(l/n)B; « g TV}. If the normed space EB is Banach, we call B a Banach disk. If every set bounded in E is contained in some bounded Banach disk, the space E is called fast complete. It is easy to show that every quasi-complete locally convex space is fast complete.
It is well known [2, IV.5.3] , that if a locally convex space E is quasi-complete then o(E', E) bounded subsets of £" are ß(E', £)-bounded. This result can be slightly generalized as follows. Assume E to be fast complete and take a bounded set A c E. Then A is contained in some bounded Banach disk B. For any o(E',E)-bounded set H c E', the set {/(x); / g H) is bounded for any x from the Banach space EB. Since A is bounded in EB, the set {/(x); / G H, x G A} is bounded by the Uniform Boundedness Principle and H is ß(E', £)-bounded. Theorem 1. Let E be a locally convex space. Then all o(E', E)-bounded sets are ß(E', E )-bounded iff E is fast complete.
Proof. One implication has already been proved. Assume that E is not fast complete. Then there exists a bounded and closed disk B c E such that EB is not complete. Let {x,,} be a Cauchy sequence in EB which does not converge in EB. Since the set A0 = {x"; « G TV} is bounded in EB and B is a O-neighborhood, we may assume x" g B, n g N.
The Cauchy sequence {x"} is bounded and does not have any limit. Hence it cannot be contained in a finite-dimensional space. By taking a subsequence we may assume that the set A0 is linearly independent. Take H0 c E such that A0 U H0 is a Hamel basis for E and denote by F the linear hull of H0.
There exists a balanced convex O-neighborhood U in E such that ini (/ for all n g N. Choose and keep for the rest of the proof a balanced convex O-neighborhood V in E such that V + V c U. Since V n EB is a. O-neighborhood in EB, there exists n0 g TV such that xm -x" G F for m, n > n0. If we discard the first n0 terms of {x"} and renumber the sequence, we may assume xn g x, + V, n g N. 
